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Hello fellow NBA fans from around the world! 

Today we see one moderately profitable bet and another one which you should keep track of during the day. 

Here are today’s projections from Professor MJ! 

Date/time: FEBRUARY 12, 2017 

  BEST ODDS SEEN AMERICAN ODDS Decimal odds     

  TIME BOOKMAKER BOOKMAKER DAVID MJ BOOKMAKER DAVID MJ PICK EXPECTED ROI 

Bulls 10:30am Pinnacle +113 +122 2,13 2,22   -4,1% 

Twolves 10:30am Pinnacle -125 -122 1,80 1,82   -1,1% 

Tip: Avoid betting this game. 

                  

Spurs 10am Pinnacle -357 -279 1,37 1,36   0,8% 

Knicks 10am Pinnacle +311 +279 4,11 3,79   8,4% 

Tip: Bet a moderate amount on the Knicks +311 (money line) or +8.0 (spread). 

                  

Pistons 10:30am Pinnacle +235 +300 3,35 4,00   -16,3% 

Raptors 10:30am Pinnacle -265 -300 1,38 1,33   3,3% 

Tip: Avoid betting this game, but check whether the line improves on the Raptors. 

                  

Pelicans 10am Pinnacle +146 +151 2,46 2,51   -2,0% 

Kings 10am Pinnacle -162 -151 1,62 1,66   -2,7% 

Tip: Avoid betting this game. 



 

“GOOD” BET (3 stars / 5): 

• The average projection of our different statistical models indicates a 77.6% chance of winning for the 

Spurs. I made a 4% correction based on injuries: Spurs third-best scorer Pau Gasol is out, while the 

Knicks will be missing Noah (6
th

 in minutes per game). Therefore, I end up with the following 

probabilities: Spurs 73.6% versus Knicks 26.4%, which is equivalent to Spurs -279 versus Knicks 

+279. With Pinnacle offering +311 on the Knicks as of 10am, take them for a ROI (Return On 

Investment) of 8.4%. You can bet the money line at +311 or the spread at +8.0. I recommend betting 

around 2.5% of your bankroll (based on the Kelly criterion). 

The Raptors are worth watching. As of 10:30am, the money lines are Pistons +235 versus Raptors -265. My 

projections have Pistons +300 versus Raptors -300, which yields a 3.3% ROI. If the line improves to -245 or 

better on Toronto (which corresponds to a spread of -6 -105), go ahead for a small amount. 

 

Good luck everyone, and we’ll talk again tomorrow! 

 

David MJ (www.basketball-live-betting.com) 

 


